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Prior to the International Geophysical Year (IGY)
(1957-1958), not much was known about meteoro-
logical conditions and processes of the polar atmos-
phere. In fact, major misconceptions about the
nature of the general circulation were still wide-
spread, such as Hobbs' theory of the polar anti-
cyclone. With the establishment of research stations
on the antarctic coast and, more importantly, in
the interior, significant features of the thermal
structure and circulation of the atmosphere over
Antarctica and the surrounding ocean were re-
vealed.
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Many discoveries were surprising. For example,
although it was known from earlier measurements
that surface temperatures on the coast ceased their
rapid fall after the sun had set for the winter, it
was not suspected that this was also true for sta-
tions deep in the interior. Also unexpected was the
great contrast during winter between tropospheric
and stratospheric circulations: numerous moving
cyclonic vortices ventilate most of the antarctic
troposphere with marine air while at the same time
the lower stratosphere is dominated by a single
large cyclonic vortex generally centered somewhere
over the polar plateau. During the dark season, the
ozone concentration of the surface air at Little
America increased, presumably as a result of in-
creased winter transport of air from lower latitudes,
inasmuch as natural ozone does not form locally
in the absence of the sun. Also, very large year-to-
year changes in temperature were observed; for
example, Little America V was 11°C. warmer in
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April 1958 than April 1957, and Byrd Station was
13°C. colder in August 1958 than August 1957.
These changes indicated quite large year-to-year
variations in the general circulation (Wexler and
Rubin, 1960).

The IGY discoveries set the stage for further
meteorological research. The following discussion
will focus on some aspects of this research, primarily
the meteorology and climatology of the high ant-
arctic plateau and the lower layers of air above it.

The nature of the antarctic heat sink has been
given particular attention over the years since the
IGy . This radiative heat sink has a total annual loss
of approximately 1021 calories. If there is to be a
balanced energy budget over Antarctica, there
must be a compensating flow of energy from other
sources, principally by wind transport of heat and
water vapor from lower latitudes. The study by
Dalrymple et al. (1966) at South Pole Station was
an early significant contribution to understanding
the heat balance of the interior of the Antarctic.

Comprehensive summaries of the surface clima -
tology of Antarctica were published later by Weyant
(1967) and Wilson (1968), and of troposphere and
lower stratosphere climatology by Weyant (1966).
In studies of the dynamics of the low-level wind
regime over the antarctic interior, Lettau et al.
(1966, 1967, 1970, 1971) and Schwerdtfeger et al.
(1967, 1968) related surface wind velocity to the
strength of the inversion, geostrophic and thermal
wind, and surface slope. Rubin (1966) brings to-
gether some of the studies of this meteorological
phase.

The next important step in U.S. meteorology
programs in the antarctic interior was the estab-
lishment of Plateau Station at 79°S. 40°E. (altitude:
3,600 meters), close to the Pole of Inaccessibility.
This small station, which was primarily established
for meteorology programs, was operated from
1966 to 1968 and recorded annual mean tempera-
tures of –60°C. Papers on the energy and mass
balance, boundary layer phenomena, and snow
climatology resulting from research at this station
are still emerging (Dingle et al., 1967; Weller, 1969;
Weller and Schwerdtfeger, 1970; Kuhn, 1970,
1974; Lettau and Dabberdt, 1970; Riordan and
Wong, 1971) and will be published in the near
future as a volme of the American Geophysical
Union's Antarctic Research Series.

This introductory sketch of past U.S. research
on the lower layers of the antarctic interior's at-
mosphere brings us to the present. What are the
remaining problems? What can be done in Antarc-
tica and why should we do it? The Committee on
Polar Research, National Academy of Sciences,
addressed these questions in their report, Polar
Research—A Survey (National Academy of Sciences,
1970), which advocated further research into many

aspects of antarctic meteorology, including tropo-
spheric processes, energy balance, climatology, and
other fields. Lettau (1971) makes a strong and elo-
quent case for using the antarctic atmosphere as a
test tube for meteorological theories; specifically,
mathematical models of thermodynamic and dy-
namic consequences of solar energy supplies al the
snow-air interface. He argues that there are three
important and principal factors favoring these
studies: the exceptional uniformity of the physical
structure of the antarctic snow surface, the large
horizontal scale of the topographical gradients of
the continental ice dome, and the relative patcity
of short-time disturbances of the dominant long-
period (seasonal) variation of isolation.

Then what are the scientific problems that might
profitably be studied under such ideal boundary
conditions? Again, the nature of the antarctic phy-
sical environment must be considered. The conti-
nental land mass lies poleward of around 600S.;
98 percent of it is covered with snow and ice. With
an average meridional radius of about 3,500 kilo-
meters, this mass rises to more than 3,500 meters
above the level of the surrounding sea, which is
covered by fields and belts of floating ice. The ice
dome is extraordinarily simple or uniform in topo-
graphical detail. Characteristic terrain slopes are
1:1,000, which is an intermediate value between
the typical slope of the order of 1:10,000 for iso-
baric surfaces, and that of about 1:100 for tempera-
ture discontinuities in the free atmosphere (Lettau,
1971).

On the earth's surface, the primary source of
energy is solar radiation. At the geographic South
Pole the sun's elevation angle always equals the
declination angle; 6 months with the sun above the
horizon are therefore followed by 6 months of
darkness.

During the relatively cloud-free, sunless winter
period, strong longwave radiation losses out to
space cool the snow surface and the air in contact
with it. This sets up steep temperature inversions
up to several hundred meters in depth. Air is set in
motion by thermal and gravitational forces, the
cold dense air in contact with the snow surface slid-
ing down the inclined slopes of the continental ice
dome. These so-called katabatic winds have veloci-
ties that are functions of the inversion strength and
depth and the slope inclination. Airflow may occur
at large angles across the slope, rather than directly
downslope. This theory is quite well documented
(Defant, 1933; Ball, 1956; Schwerdtfeger, 1967;
Radok, 1974).

The inversion strength and depth depend on the
energy balance at the surface, in which the long-
wave radiative components are the most important
terms. Eddy, latent, and sensible heat compensate
the radiative losses. The presence of clouds, par-
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Meteorology programs at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.

Prncipal investigator	Institution	 Program	 Method

GROUP i: energy balance
CrrolI
	

U. Calif. (Davis)
Coulson	 U. Calif. (Davis)
M Kuhn	 U. Innsbruck

GROUP II: ice crystals
0 itake	 U. Alaska
Sriiley/Warburton	U. Nevada
Slaw	 U. Alaska

GROUP iii: surface winds
Sthwerdtfeger	U. Wisconsin
Hill
	 NOAA/ERL*

Schrist	 U. Wisconsin
GROUP iv: atmospheric constituents

P.ck	 NOAAJERL*
Zller/Duce	U. Maryland

U. Rhode Island
Hfmann	 U. Wyoming
Cobb	 N0AAIERL*
HDgan	 State U. New York
Rasmussen	Washington State U

GROUP v: weather observations
NOAA**

Surface energy balance
Atmospheric transmission
Optical properties of snow

Vertical distribution
Vertical distribution
Atmospheric transmission

Surface wind regime
Remote sensing of boundary layer
Cyclones in high southern latitudes

Environmental benchmark station
Trace metals and halogens

Stratospheric aerosols
Atmospheric electricity
Aerosols
Halocarbons and freons

Routine surface and upper-air
observations

Eddy correlation and profiles
Polarimeter
Pyranometers, pyrheliometers, etc.

Direct sampling from kitoons
Lidar
Photometer

Analysis
Acoustic sounder
Analysis

CO,CO2, 03, and aerosol sampling
Neutron activation
Atomic absorption
Balloon-borne photoelectric counters
Electrical conductivity apparatus
Direct sampling
Chromatography

*National Oceanic: and Atmospheric AdministrationlEnvironmental Research Laboratories. **New Zealand Meteorological Ser-
vice after December 1975.

tides, and certain gases in the atmosphere affects
the energy balance, and numerical relationships
can be established between energy balance, inver-
sion characteristics, and katabatic winds.

Over the interior antarctic plateau, the wind
regime is somewhat more complex than the simple
coastal katabatic regime. The main results of pre-
sently available theoretical and observational
analyses can be summarized by stating that the
equilibrium dynamics of the lower troposphere
(including the inversion layer over the Antarctic)
are controlled by air motions, which are generated
by the large-scale ice dome surface inclination, and
may be classified as "geostrophic thermal winds."
These represent a topographic modification of the
basic geostrophic thermal vortex system that exists
around the South Pole and dominates the dynamics
of the free troposphere (Lettau, 1971).

In antarctic coastal zones, katabatic winds blow
fairly persistently and may reach high velocities
(typically around 10 meters per second), carrying
out to sea large quantities of drift snow, which in
turn can affect the freezing processes (starting date
and extent) of the sea ice.

To balance the outflow at the coast's surface,
relatively warm and moist air flows into the interior
of the continent at higher levels above the inver-
sion. This air cools when moving inland; the mois-

ture freezes, sinks, and results in the typical, almost
continuous ice crystal precipitation observed under
clear-sky conditions at all inland stations. The con-
tribution of this clear-air precipitation to the annual
snow accumulation is unknown, but it may be sig-
nificant as indicated by the studies of Miller and
Schwerdtfeger (1972). Since the ice crystals affect
the radiation regimes over the continental interior,
both long- and shortwave, they are important in
the mass and energy balance of Antarctica. By
systematically examining stratigraphic records of
annual snow accumulation, it may be possible,
through the chain of arguments presented above,
to reconstruct simple numerical indices of past
climates from the amount of snow accumulation.

The possibility of using snow accumulation on the
antarctic plateau as an index of worldwide climate
changes is demonstrated in the figure, which shows
that snow accumulation at Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station bears a distinct resemblance to tem-
perature variations in the Northern Hemisphere
a decade later (Fletcher, 1969).

To examine these related phenomena a new
meteorological program has begun at South Pole
Station. The program's objectives in studying the
conditions and processes of the atmosphere over
the high polar plateau are to determine the follow-
ing:
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(1) The energy balance at the surface, its com-
ponents and time variations.

(2) The effects of clouds, aerosols, ozone, and
other atmospheric constituents and synoptic pro-
cesses on energy balance.

(3) The relationship between energy balance and
low-level tropospheric circulation.

(4) The effects of tropospheric circulation on
crystal precipitation, accumulation, mass balance,
and, through feedback, on energy balance.

(5) The effect of katabatic circulation on out-
flow of cold air from the continent, snowdrift trans-
port, and freezing of the sea.

(6) The possibility of extracting paleometeoro-
logical and paleoclimatic data from the strati-
graphic snow accumulation record, particularly if
carried out in conjunction with similar studies at
other locations on the high antarctic plateau (for
example, Vostok, Plateau, domes A, B, and C.).

The polar regions provide key areas of research
by offering opportunities to study their relatively
clean background levels of gaseous and particulate
atmospheric constituents and to allow comparison
with global atmospheric properties. The current
objectives in atmospheric chemistry are related to
whether artificial emissions perturb the stratos-
pheric ozone layer.

The extent and magnitude of the Antarctic as
a global sink for the removal of trace gases and
particulate matter must be defined. Another con-
cern is to know whether the earth's climate is
changing and, if so, whether these changes are
related to human alterations of atmospheric
chemistry.

Precipitation processes are studied to understand
how chemical constituents are removed from the
air. By identifying and quantifying the removal
processes for gaseous and particulate matter in the
polar atmosphere a better understanding of an-
thropogenic versus natural climatic modification
processes should result.

Although studies of the chemical constituents of
the polar atmosphere have been conducted for
some time, very low concentration levels of trace
gases require high analytical calibration integrity
and refined methodology. Modern analytic chemi-
cal techniques are now available to approach these
problems, although great care must be exercised
in sample-site selection and preparation. Clean-air
field sites have been established at distances upwind
from the new South Pole Station, with improve-
ments planned for the future. At present, at-
mospheric chemistry baseline measurements—
comprising observations of carbon dioxide, ozone,
particulate matter, trace elements and halogens,
and carbon-14—are being made at South Pole Sta-
tion. Recent research has begun to analyze chloro-
fluorocarbons (freons) and other halocarbons that
may have an effect on ozone depletions in the
stratosphere.

Because of the presence of a strong surface in-
version above the polar ice cap, data obtained for
trace gas concentrations may be anomalous. If
atmospheric chemistry processes in Antarctica are
to be adequately understood, it will be necessary
to obtain many measurements above the ground
and along horizontal transects. An initial effort
has been made in this direction by emphasizing LC-
130 Hercules airplanes as "ships-of-opportunity."
An isokinetic air sampling port was mounted on a
spare emergency hatch, which can be easily ex-
changed with the standard overhead emergency
hatch above the flight deck and forward of any
engine exhaust. Air thus is conducted through
tubing to the cargo deck where analytical and
sampling equipment is mounted on cargo pallets.
Sampling missions are flown between McMurdo
and South Pole stations. Although this sampling
scheme gives a measure of horizontal distribution,
it usually does not afford an opportunity for con-
sistent sampling at several elevations or penetra-
tions very far into the stratosphere.
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The timetable of meteorological experiments at
Sou-.h Pole Station called for pilot studies and site
familiarization in 1973-1974 and 1974-1975, and
first winter projects in 1975. The experiment's
maii phase is planned for 1976-1977, with data
analysis in 1978.

South Pole Station has a new central station
computer. This system is available for data logging
and for necessary computing tasks. An identical
system is used as a backup to the primary system
and for any required off-line computing. A third
computer, similar in all respects to the primary
computer, is at Davis, California. This third unit
allows any group planning to make use of the South
Pole facility to interface their experiments with the
system and to train people who will use it. The
equipment is manufactured by Hewlett-Packard
(model HP 21005).

A large part of the U.S. meteorology program in
Antarctica focuses on integrated experiments at
South Pole Station. Other meteorological research
covers climatological studies of the dry valleys
(southern Victoria Land), the mechanism and
chemistry of precipitation over the Ross Ice Shelf,
the design, construction, and deployment of simple
satellite-interrogated weather stations, the col-
lection of routine surface and upper-air meteoro-
logical data at U.S. antarctic stations, and the
acquisition of a VHRR satellite meteorology system
for operational and research use. These studies
are based on recommendations of the Committee
on Polar Research (National Academy of Sciences,
1970).
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